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  Easwaran was raised in the Hindu tradition in India, learned Sanskrit from a young age group,
and became a professor of English literature before coming to the West. The Gita isn't what it
seems – it’s not really a dialogue between two mythical numbers at the dawn of Indian history.
This edition contains chapter introductions, notes and a Sanskrit glossary.Easwaran’s best-selling
translation of the Bhagavad Gita is reliable, readable, and profound. He is a gifted teacher and an
authority on the Indian classics and globe mysticism.  “The battlefield is a perfect backdrop,
however the Gita’s subject may be the battle within, the struggle for self-mastery that each
human being must wage if she or he is to emerge from lifestyle victorious. His 55-page
introduction places the Gita in its traditional context, presents key principles, and brings about
the universality and timelessness of its teachings. The Gita opens, significantly, on a battlefield,
as the warrior Arjuna turns in anguish to his spiritual guide, Sri Krishna, for answers to the
fundamental questions of life.”
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A “must-read” for just about any big thinking seeker!  “End up being fearless and pure; didnt work
for me good book but i cannot agree with about 30% of it Solutions AnswersHere are some of
the Big Ideas:1. However, I really believe the book provides guidance to everybody, not only
those thinking about yoga, and may only be truly understood thanks to the helpful and obvious
explanations included at the beginning of each chapter. Do not get angry or harm any living
creature, but end up being compassionate and soft; show good will to all or any. Cultivate vigor,
persistence, will, purity; This is among those books you can read as many times as you want and
it'll always educate you on something. Then, you'll achieve your destiny. Smoke cigarettes - It’s
portion of the process.A principal book of Hinduism, motivation to Gandhi and overall “must-
read” for any big thinking seeker, in the event that you haven’t read it yet, We *highly*
recommend you add it to your list.(More goodness--including PhilosophersNotes on 250+ books
at http://www.This content of the Gita includes a conversation between Krishna, the supreme
manifestation of the Lord Himself, and the warrior prince Arjuna prior to the start of Kurukshetra
war. It makes me think a lot about how I could live my entire life with a better brain. The Gita
itself isn't an extended or difficult read, that it is difficult to place down once it's found. Give
freely. Live Your Dharma - How about today?2. Fire &”~ Krishna from The Bhagavad GitaThe
Bhagavad Gita is incredible.3. Seeing Truly - God is everywhere! If the Library of Alexandria was
to end up being burned down again and only this text remained, all other books which were lost
could possess a basis to be rewritten. THE ENERGY of Our Will - Re-shape your life.5. Two Paths -
Choose prudently.So, I ask you: How will you work with the welfare of others always in mind
when you fully give your greatest presents in the greatest service to the world?The Bhagavad
Gita is thought to have been written between your 5th and 2nd centuries BCE and its 700 verses
are portion of the much longer Mahabharata.brianjohnson. His translation wasn't a mere
scholarly work, but a spiritual duty of his, his present to the West.4.Hearing Krishna describe the
nature of the Self and it's really relation to existence through the entire text to Arjuna
continuously evokes sort of primordial epiphany, as if the wisdom contained in the Gita is
definitely innate to all or any man, but don't understand it because of the numerous sensory
distractions and mirages we concern ourselves with that act as veils shielding us out of this
wisdom. The Gita removes these veils, and to those souls who've an intuitive knowledge of the
Self they'll notice these veils being removed. But to those whose experiences and issues are
limited by temporal affairs, they will see just another "superstitious sky god book".Despite the
fact that Krishna is straight-ahead and does not speak in symbolism, metaphor or parable simply
because Muhammad or Jesus do, not really everyone will understand or utilize the Gita. But if
you have constantly felt that there was something off about the globe even because you were a
child, and feel lost in this godless and artificial contemporary world, and are put off from
atheistic and corrupt "New Age" spirituality, the Gita can be a priority for you personally.Eknath
Easwaran's translation is supreme, and it's really usually significantly less than $8 on Amazon.
Amazing book I can read this again and again.me) One of the Most Important Texts created by
Humanity This text is completely eternal and unchanging. There's chapter summaries before
every chapter which explain in depth what is going to go down, which is very useful.Viewed
allegorically, the battle represents the perennial struggle between great and evil within each of
us and Krishna’s wisdom points the best way to following the yogic path of surviving in harmony
with general laws as we make an effort to live our highest truths. I would definitely recommend
it to anyone who's seriously interested in a spiritual path. Constant learning, a book for
everyone. avoid malice and pride. Anticipate his other books. Be self-managed, sincere, truthful,
loving, and full of the desire to serve… Learn to be detached also to take joy in renunciation.



Awesome book Amazing little bit of literature Understanding the principles of an ancient text
This explanation of the Bhagavad Gita helps me to apply its timeless principles to a busy life.
Nice version to have Enjoyed Excellent story, superb commentary, excellent presentation
Listened to the audio of the book many times and I'd do it again! The tale, commentary and
quality of the display is all excellent. Extremely satisfied with this purchase. I'd encourage
anyone attempting to regain awareness that the globe is much a lot more than physical
possessions to buy it and go through it slowly and carefully. Personally i think more hopeful and
optimistic about my own path and the future for mankind. Unlike many translators, Easwaran
truly resided by this doctrine. Krishna is certainly advising Arjuna as he hesitates in moral
confusion over the challenge of going to war with his own family. I originally bought it because I
wished to improve my yoga exercises practice by going a step further and not only concentrating
on the physical practice or asanas. A view of who you truly are. This is actually the most
spiritually important book I've ever read. never waver in your determination or your
commitment to the spiritual life.
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